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Abstract: Digital transaction watermarking today is a widely accepted mechanism
in multimedia security. One major threat on transaction watermarking are collusion
attacks. Here multiple individualized copies of the work are mixed to produce a coun-
terfeited or undetectable watermark. One common countermeasure is the usage of
so-called fingerprints. Theoretical fingerprint approaches do not consider the inaccu-
racy of the detection process of watermarking algorithms. In this work we show how
an existing fingerprint code can be optimized with respect to code length in order to
collaborate with a watermarking algorithm to provide a maximum of reliability with a
minimum of payload.

1 Introduction

In the Internet, copies of digital works, ranging from pictures, music, audio books, videos,
movies to software, are distributed illegally via various channels. An answer to this chal-
lenge of massive copyright infringement are digital watermarking algorithms. Watermark-
ing imperceptibly hides information in multimedia data. This is done, for example, by
changing statistical characteristics or quantization properties of multimedia data in a suit-
able transformed spectral domain. The hidden information is called watermark message
or just watermark.

If a distributor of multimedia, for example in an online shop, wants to prevent his works
from being illegally distributed by its customers, he can use transaction watermarking.
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Here, the watermark message is an individual identifier, e.g. a binary transaction ID, that
can distinguish the distributed copies from each other. If the copy appears in an illegal
source, the transaction ID allows to trace back to the customer at any later date. In this way
customers are discouraged from illegal distribution of their bought copies in the Internet
and reminded of their individual responsibility for respecting the copy right [CFNP00].

One specific security attack in a transaction watermarking scenario representing a signif-
icant security threat is the so called collusion attack. Here, several customers collaborate
and can reveal detail about the watermark algorithm by comparing their individually wa-
termarked user copies. The colluders can identify the location of the embedded watermark
message and create a new copy of a media file by calculating the average among all user
copies. The resulting copy may contain a destroyed or counterfeited watermark message.

One countermeasure to collusion attacks are collusion-secure fingerprints [BS98]. These
are transaction watermark messages designed to be robust against such attacks. Collusion-
secure fingerprints are created under specific additional conditions and assumptions which
drastically increases the code length of the embedded message. Thus, a serious challenge
most existing fingerprinting algorithms have to face is to provide a code length which is
not beyond the limitations of the related embedding algorithms in practice.

One promising example still observing satisfying error probabilities is given by Skoric
et al. in [SKC08]. However, most existing fingerprint coding approaches are based on
simulated results and no specific watermark embedding/detector algorithm is considered.
That means they act on the assumption, that every bit of the detected watermark has been
detected equally reliably. In practice this assumption is no longer true. Many real world
watermark detectors, as for example introduced in an earlier work [Ste03], output a good-
ness value for every bit, which describes how reliable this bit is retrieved to be ’1’ or ’0’.
Thus, combining an existing fingerprinting code directly with a real world watermarking
algorithm causes an additional error, respectively the estimated theoretical error probabil-
ities are in doubt.

As a solution to this problem we propose a modified version of Skoric‘s fingerprinting
codes [SKC08] by introducing specific weights representing the goodness of the water-
mark detector and apply them them to Skoric‘s accusation sums. These weights eliminate
the additional error and maintain the error probabilities provided by the earlier theoretical
approaches. This is achieved with only a slight increment of Skoric‘s code length. There-
with we create a new fingerprinting code which can be applied to real world watermarking
algorithms.

2 Related Work

2.1 Modified Tardos Code for arbitrary alphabet size

The basic idea of the construction is based on Skoric [SKC08] and Tardos [Tar03]. Here,
Skoric et al. provide an ε1-sound and (ε2,c0)-complete fingerprinting code. That is, the
scheme provides a false positive error rate ε1 and a false negative error rate ε2 (see Defini-
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tions 9 and 10). The quantity c0 denotes the maximum number of colluders for which the
scheme works.

The basic restriction for the attackers to perform manipulations we assume in this work
is the often made marking assumption: during the collusion attack, the colluders are only
able to change those message bits in the fingerprint where the bits, i.e. the related water-
marked content, is different.

The Tardos and Skoric fingerprinting scheme generates an n × m matrix X , where n
denotes the number of users to be listed in the system and m stands for the length of the
distributed fingerprint. Thus, the jth row of the matrix corresponds to the fingerprint which
is later embedded in the copy that is released to customer j ∈ {1, ..., n}. The entries Xji

of the matrix X are generated in two steps:

First, the distributor picks m independent random numbers {pi}m
i=1 over the interval

pi ∈ [t, 1 − t], with t = (300c)−1, where c is the number of colluders. Each pi = sin2(ri)
is selected by picking uniformly at random the value ri ∈

<
t, π

2 −t
2

with 0 < t < π
4 , where

sin2(t) = t. Second, the matrix X is selected, by picking each entry Xji independently
from the binary alphabet {0, 1} according to P[Xji = 1] = pi .

Tardos’ choice of the distribution for pi is biased toward the values close to ’0’ or ’1’
which is motivated by the marking condition. This distribution is realized by a probability
density function f which is symmetric around 0.5 and heavily biased towards values of pi

close to the limits of the interval [t, 1 − t].

Definition 1 (Tardos‘ probability density function)

f(p) =
1

2 arcsin(1 − 2t)
14

p(1 − p)
, p ∈ [t, 1 − t].a (1)

If the distributor then receives an unauthorized copy with embedded fingerprint y by
chance, he creates the so called accusation sum Aj for each user j out of his given fin-
gerprint Xj and y to identify at least one of the colluders:

Definition 2 (Skoric‘s accusation sum Aj)

Aj(p̄, X, y) :=
mK

i=1

A(i)
j , A(i)

j := δyiXji
g1(p(i)

yi
) + [1 − δyiXji

]g0(p(i)
yi

). (2)

Here, δyiXji
denotes the Kronecker Delta, and p

(i)
yi stands for the probability of the entries

of the matrix X . The so called accusation functions g1 and g0 are as follows:

Definition 3 (The accusation functions g1, g0)

g1(p) :=
1

1 − p

p
g0(p) := −

1
p

1 − p
. (3)
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The accusation functions g1 and g0 have specific properties: The more p increases, the
smaller becomes g1(p). This means, the higher the probability of the symbol at this po-
sition, the smaller will be the positive amount given to the according accusation sum Aj ,
and vice versa.

The distributor accuses user j to be guilty, if his accusation sum Aj exceeds a predefined
accusation threshold Z depending on the maximum number of colluders c0 of the scheme.

To conduct the proof of soundness one has to evaluate over the degrees of freedom of the
accusation sum. For the proof of completeness one has to average over the fingerprint ma-
trix XC of the colluders. This is done by averaging over the so called collective accusation
sum AC . Here the index C stands for the set of colluders.

Definition 4 (Skoric‘s collective accusation sum AC)

AC :=
K
j∈C

Aj =
mK

i=1

A(i)
C ; A(i)

C := b(i)
yi

g1(p(i)
yi

) + [c − b(i)
yi

]g0(p(i)
yi

). (4)

The parameter c ≤ c0 represents the number of colluders, while b(i)
yi

stands for the number
of occurrences of the symbol yi ∈ {0, 1} in XC at the position i. Thus holds b0 = c− b1.
The requirement on the code length m for a binary alphabet providing ε1-soundness and
(ε2,c0)-completeness and requiring c0 ≥ 10, is given by

Definition 5 (Code length m and threshold parameter Z)

m = Ac2
0 ln

8
ε−1
1

G
, Z = Bc0 ln

8
ε−1
1

G
(5)

with code length parameter A = π2 and threshold parameter B = 2π.

2.2 Audio Watermarking

Digital watermarking schemes have been under research and development for various
types of multimedia data for many years, including audio formats like PCM, mp3 or MIDI.
In this work we focus on digital PCM audio data. Several approaches for PCM audio wa-
termarking have been introduced in the literature, like in [BTH96], in [CMB02] or also
[Ste03]. The latter algorithm is the base of this work.

The technique for incorporating the watermark follows a spread spectrum Patchwork ap-
proach [BGML96]:

1. As a first step, the algorithm divides the audio signal into segments, known as win-
dows or frames. Then, the PCM source signal in each frame is transformed to the
frequency spectrum using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).

2. Then, the watermark is incorporated by the deliberate alternation of FFT energy co-
efficients according to the Patchwork embedding rule: two disjoint subsets A and B
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are selected from all energy coefficients. The selection of the coefficients is done
pseudo-randomly dependent on a secret key. Depending on the message bit to be a
’0’ or ’1’, respectively, all coefficients in A are increased in energy while all in B
are decreased, or vice versa, respectively. This introduces a significant difference in
the mean energies in the two subsets. The degree of the changes in the frequency
domain is controlled by a psycho-acoustic model such that audible distortions are
avoided as good as possible.

3. In the final step, the algorithm converts the data back into PCM format. In order to
prevent noticeable gaps between the segments, special mechanisms are used to fade
between marked and unmarked parts of the audio.

The retrieval process consists of the following steps:

1. The marked audio is divided again into frames and the FFT is applied on the PCM
samples. Appropriate synchronizations mechanisms to detect the correct file posi-
tions are not discussed here.

2. The watermark message bit is then retrieved as follows: If the correct secret key is
available, the same subsets A and B of FFT coefficients used during embedding are
selected. Now the difference in the mean energies between the two subsets can be
analyzed: the sign of this energy difference indicates if the message bit is a ’0’ or
’1’. The absolute value can be considered as a goodness of the detection. We will
refer to this as its detection score in the following.

3 The Model

In this chapter we introduce a modification of the accusation sum of [SKC08], which
allows to include information on the reliability of a detected watermark bit.

Closer analysis shows that for a fixed code length the actual false positive error rate ε1

increases about a factor of almost 1.6 when applying for example the Skoric code with our
real world watermarking algorithm. This is because in fingerprinting algorithms based on
the Tardos Code, small and large absolute values of the detection score would be evaluated
equally. In contrast, we introduce that message bits with smaller detection score contribute
less to Skoric‘s accusation sum, (2). Motivated by this, special weights w(i) ∈ [0, 1) are
introduced, representing the goodness of detection.

Definition 6 (Weight function w(i))

w(i) := w(score(i)) := 1 − e−|score(i)|, (6)

where the function argument is the output of the watermarking algorithm described in
Section 2.2, also referred to as the score.
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The choice of the weight function w(i) is such that the weights always lie in the range of
[0, 1).

In our construction, we include the weights in the accusation sum as follows:

Definition 7 (Weighted accusation sums)

Ãj :=
mK

i=1

Ã
(i)
j , with Ã

(i)
j := w(i)

?
δyiXji

g1(p(i)
yi

) + (1 − δyiXji
)g0(p(i)

yi
)
6

ÃC :=
mK

i=1

Ã
(i)
C , with Ã

(i)
C := w(i)

?
b(i)
yi

g1(p(i)
yi

) + (c − b(i)
yi

)g0(p(i)
yi

)
6 (7)

It can easily be seen, that Ã
(i)
j equals w(i) · A

(i)
j of Equation (2), as well as Ã

(i)
C equals

w(i) · A(i)
C of Equation (4).

To keep the generality of the scheme, w and its expectation values are held as fixed pa-
rameters during all computations. This is done to remain independent of the particular
watermarking algorithm (as long it provides a score for every detected message bit) and to
give a general statement of this scheme using weights.

Estimating the conditions of soundness and completeness presented in Sections 4.2 and
4.3 against each other we obtain the following theorem according to Skoric‘s definition of
the code length (5).

Theorem 1 To satisfy the bounds ε1 and ε2, the code length parameter A in the proposed
scheme can be bounded as

π2

E[w2]

;
1 +

7
1
c0

ln(ε2)
ln(ε1)

I2

≤ A,

where E[w(i)] denotes the expectation value of the weight function.

The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Section 4. From this it follows directly from (5):

Corollary 2 The proposed scheme provides ε1-soundness and (ε2,c0)-completeness with
a required minimum code length of

m ≥ π2

E[w2]

;
1 +

7
1
c0

ln(ε2)
ln(ε1)

I2

c2
0 ln

8
ε−1
1

G
.

To get a more manageable expression for m, the term within the round brackets can be
neglected since ε1 is assumed to be much smaller than ε2. Thus we have the estimate

m ≥ π2

E[w2]
· c2

0 ln
8
ε−1
1

G
(8)
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for the minimum code length. The threshold Z stays alike Equation (5).

These weighted accusation sums provide a minimum code length which is longer than the
results in [SKC08] about only 1/E[w(i)]. The difference to [SKC08] is, if the detection
process is not really sure if the detected bit is a ’1’ or a ’0’, the weight at that position will
be close to zero, and therefore it will only contribute of probably unsafe information to
the scheme only a little. The Skoric Code does not take this into account, and therewith
creates an additional error which might falsifies the results.

An explicit example for the code length m is given in table 1. Here the maximum number
of colluders, c0, is set to 10 and E[w2] for our weight function equals 0.888.

4 Proofs

This section gives a short insight into the proofs for correctness of our scheme. For a more
detailed description see [Sch09].

4.1 Preliminaries

The following subsection shows up premises for the weighted accusation sums to conduct
the proof schemes in 4.2 and 4.3 analogously to [SKC08]. Therefore we adopt:

Definition 8 (Definition of soundness) Let ε1 ∈ (0, 1) be a fixed constant and let j be
an arbitrary innocent user. The fingerprinting scheme is ε1-sound if for all collusions
C ⊆ [n]\j and for all C-strategies holds

P[False positive] = P[j ∈ Σ] < ε1. (9)

The parameter C is the set of colluders, whereas Σ means the group that is accused as
colluders, and n is the number of all users.

Definition 9 (Definition of completeness) Let ε2 ∈ (0, 1) and c0 ∈ N+ be fixed con-
stants. The fingerprint scheme is (c0, ε2)-complete if for all collusions C of size c ≤ c0

and all strategies holds

P[False negative] = P[C ∩ Σ = ∅] < ε2. (10)

To prove that our scheme is ε1-sound and (c0, ε2)-complete under certain conditions we
need further quantities. In a similar way as in [SKC08] we define:

Definition 10

µj,w :=
EwyXp[Ãj ]

m
= EwyXp

?
Ã

(i)
j

6
; σ2

j,w :=
EwyXp[Ã2

j ] − E2
wyXp[Ãj ]

m
(11)
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Definition 11

µc,w :=
EwyXp[ÃC ]

m
= EwyXp

?
Ã

(i)
C

6
; σ2

c,w :=
EwyXp[Ã2

C ] − E2
wyXp[ÃC ]

m
(12)

Thus, the summarized expectation value EwyXp consists of Ew denoting the expectation
value of w(i), and EXj which is the evaluation over the distributers choice of generating
the columns of the matrix X , and Ep describing the evaluation over p(i), and the collusions
choice of the symbols of the fingerprint Eyi

.

Because of the scaled definitions of the mean values and regarding to [SKC08] we can
directly state and prove the following two Lemmas:

Lemma 1 µj,w = 0.

Proof : Starting by first computing the expectation EXj
, we have

EXj

?
Ã

(i)
j

6
= EXj

?
w(i) · A(i)

j

6
= EXj

?
w(i)

6
EXj

?
A

(i)
j

6
= EXj

?
w(i)

6
· 0,

where A
(i)
j represents Skoric’s accusation Sum, (2). Thus holds EwyXp[Ãj ] = 0. !

Lemma 2 µc,w = 2
π · E[w].

Proof : With the help of Skoric’s collective accusation sum and its mean value, µ̃ = 2/π,
we can quickly complete the proof:

EwyXp

?
Ã(i)

c

6
= EwyXp

?
w(i)A(i)

c

6
= E [w] EyXp

?
A(i)

c

6
= E [w] · 2

π
. !

Lemma 3 σ2
j,w = E[w2].

Proof : Ã2
j can be described as:

Ã2
j =

mK
i=1

{w(i)}2 · A2
j

Because of the independence of the columns of X , and by first evaluating over Xj and w,
we get

EwXj
[Ã2

j ] = E[w2] · m + 0.

From this follows EwyXp[Ã2
j ] = m · E[w2] . Substituting this into the definition of σ2

j,w

in equation (11) finishes the proof. !
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Lemma 4 The mean µc,w and variance σc,w satisfy

µ2
c,w + σ2

c,w = E[w2] · c.

Proof : Straight from the definition of σc,w, (12), and applying (7) we get

σ2
c,w = m−1EwyXp[Ã2

C ] − m µ2
c,w

=
1
m

 mK
i=1

EwyXp[{Ã(i)
C }2] +

K
i #=k

EwyXp[Ã
(i)
C ]EwyXp[Ã

(k)
C ]

 − mµ2
c,w. (13)

In order to receive an identity for EwyXp[{Ã(i)
C }2], by making use of the column symmetry,

the properties p1 = 1 − p0 and b1 = c − b0, we get

{Ã(i)
C }2 = w2

<
b1g1(p1) + (c − b1)g0(p1)

22
,

where the column index i on w, y, p and b is omitted for notational simplicity. Thus it
holds

EwyXp

?
{Ã(i)

C }2
6

= E[w2]EyXp

9
(b1 − cp1)2

p1(1 − p1)

0
= E[w2] c .

Now returning to equation (13), with definition (12), both elements of the second sum
exactly equal µc,w. Thus, the expression becomes

σ2
c,w =

1
m

>
mEwyXp

?
{Ã(i)

C }2
6

+ (m2 − m)µ2
c,w

.
− mµ2

c,w = E[w2]c − µ2
c,w. !

In the following we will make use of the inequalities

1 + a < ea < 1 + a + a2, where 0 < a ≤ 1.79 (14)

and the Markov inequality

P(|X| ≥ K) ≤ E(|X|)
K

, K > 0. (15)

4.2 Proof of soundness

With the results of Section 4.1, we are able to derive the conditions under which soundness
for the weighted accusation scheme is achieved similar to [SKC08]. According to (9) we
have to determine the conditions under which P[j ∈ Σ] < ε1 holds true. With an auxiliary
variable α̃1, by using (15) and as the columns of X are independent, we get

P[j ∈ Σ] = P[Ãj > Z] = P[eα̃1Ãj > eα̃1Z ] ≤ EXj [e
(α̃1Ãj)]

eα̃1Z
=

{EXj [e
(α̃1Ã

(i)
j )]}m

eα̃1Z
.

(16)
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Now we look at EXj [e
(α̃1Ã

(i)
j )]. By restricting α̃1 to α̃1 ∈ (0, α̃max

1 ], α̃max
1 = 1.79

g1(t)
we

can apply (14) to EXj
[e(α̃1Ã

(i)
j )]. Together with lemmas 1 and 3 this leads to

EXj
[eα̃1Ã

(i)
j ] < 1 + α̃1EXj

[Ã(i)
j ] + α̃2

1EXj
[{Ã(i)

j }2] < eα̃2
1E[w2].

Substituting this into (16) we derive

P[j ∈ Σ] < min
α̃1∈(0,α̃max

1 ]
eα̃1(mα̃1E[w2]−Z). (17)

With the definitions of m and Z in (5) and using the value α̃∗
1 = B

2Ac0E[w2] which mini-
mizes the right side of (17)we get

P[j ∈ Σ] < ε
B2

4AE[w2]
1 .

As ε1 ∈ (0, 1) this finally gives the conditions for ε1-soundness

B2

4AE[w2]
≥ 1. (18)

4.3 Proof of completeness

According to (10) we estimate P[C ∩Σ = ∅] in an appropriate way. Therefore let C be a
coalition of size c ≤ c0 and α̃2 > 0 with −α̃2Ã

(i)
C ≤ 1.79 be an auxiliary variable. Again

using (15) we get

P[C ∩ Σ = ∅] ≤ P[ÃC < c0Z] <
EwyXp

?
e−α̃2ÃC

6
e−α̃2c0Z

=

%
EwyXp

?
e−α̃2Ã

(i)
C

6Am

e−α̃2c0Z
.

Using the right inequality of Equation (14) and definition 11 we may write

EwyXp

?
exp

8 − α̃2Ã
(i)
C

G6
< 1 − α̃2EwyXp

?
Ã

(i)
C

6
+ α̃2

2EwyXp

9>
Ã

(i)
C

.2
0

< 1 − α̃2µc,w + α̃2
2(µ

2
c,w + σ2

c,w)

≤ 1 − α̃2E[w2]
5

2
π
− c0α̃2

D
,

where we have made use of lemmas 2 and 4 and of the property E[w] > E[w2]. As
−α̃2Ã

(i)
C ≤ 1.79, we choose α̃max

2 = −1.79 g0(t)
c0

to derive

P[ÃC < c0Z] < min
α̃2∈(0,α̃max

2 ]
exp

5
−α̃2

9
mE[w2](

2
π
− α̃2c0) − c0Z

0D
= exp

5
ln(ε1)

5
Ac0E[w2]

π2
+

c0B
2

4AE[w2]
− Bc0

π

DD

= ε

5
Ac0E[w2]

π2 +
c0B2

4AE[w2]
−Bc0

π

D
1 ≤ α̃2 (19)
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where we again made use of (14) and applied the minimizing value α̃∗
2 = 1/(c0π) −

Z/(2mE[w2]) and the definitions of m and Z. In order to get the right side of (19) bounded
by ε2 we finally get the condition for completeness,

B ≤ 2AE[w2]
π

− 2

7
AE[w2]

c0

ln(ε2)
ln(ε1)

. (20)

5 Discussion

After proving the correctness of our approach, we now discuss its impact on real-world
applications. The main question is if the resulting fingerprinting codes are sufficiently
short to be used together with the watermarking algorithm. Of course this also depends on
the length of the audio material to be protected.

Analogue to Section 6 in [SKC08], by assuming a perfectly Gaussian distribution for the
collective accusation sum we are able to reduce our code length in (8) about a factor of
more than two. Therewith we create a new requirement on the code length m̃ and a new
threshold Z̃:

m̃ ≥ π2

2
E[w2]<
E(w)

22 c2
0 ln

5
1

ε1

√
2π

D
; Z̃ = 2πE[w2]c0 ln

5
1

ε1

√
2π

D
.

An explicit example for m̃ with a maximum number of colluders of c0 = 10 is given in
Table 1. Due to our weight function (6) we estimated E[w2]/[E(w)]2 ≈ 1.083, which is
empirically computed. Closer analysis shows that an increment of the code length by a
factor of only 1.083 compensates the actual value for ε1 which otherwise would increase
by a factor of 1.6.

It is not said that the choice of the weight function w has been optimal. Already directly
taking the absolute value of the score as the weights may achieve a shorter code length, but
as the expectation values of these weights exceed 1, the proof schemes must be adapted.

FP error probability ε1 code length m code length m̃

10−3 7678 3201
10−4 10237 4432
10−5 12796 5662

Table 1: code length for c0 = 10

Given the parameters above, we can distinguish a virtually unlimited number of customers
under the assumption that only a limited number of attackers collude to attack the water-
mark. Using a message length of 3201-12796 message bits, resilience against up to 10
colluders can be achieved.

While the required payload is higher than the typical payloads of our algorithm (which
range between 32 and 128 bit in practice), they are suited for many types of audio works:
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With a typical payload of 7 bits per second, one complete fingerprint can be embedded in
8 to 30 minutes of audio, depending on the accepted false accusation rate. This means,
that the approach is well suited for audio books and movie soundtracks.

6 Conclusions

In our work we proposed a fingerprinting algorithm providing required error probabilities
that is collusion-secure for a maximum number of colluders c0 ≥ 10. Existing fingerprint
coding algorithms in the literature are not able to give a well suited statement about the
actual error rates when applied to real world watermarking methods. In contrast, our ap-
proach can manage this problem and it gives a reliable and trustful statement in a copyright
violation charge. This is done by introducing weights that represent the goodness of the
watermark detection. As a result, we achieve a significantly higher level of accuracy of the
accusation. In our work we show that by combining our audio watermarking algorithm
and the Skoric fingerprinting scheme, with only a slightly increment in the code length, a
reliable and comparatively compact fingerprinting solution can be achieved, allowing the
protection of movie soundtracks, audio books and music albums.
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